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“In one way or another what we thought we couldn’t do
was altogether possible,
if only we didn’t get the mind in the way”
Merce Cunningham1

T

he immerce Cunningham visual database, is an interactive multi-media prototype based on the dances and
the choreographic process of Merce Cunningham.
In immerce dance material is explored and navigated using an interface metaphor which is based on a process grounded

in Merce Cunningham’s working methodology and in the nature of dance itself. Cunningham’s process deals complexity,
the incorporation of chance procedures, the relatedness of space
and time, and multiple points of reference.
The multi-media work explores notions of interactivity, of
navigation and of representation related to dance, the body, and
the choreographic process of Merce Cunningham. A key part of
the design process has been to remain allied with Cunningham’s
choreographic process. The system design has incorporated the
use of chance operations, complexity, and a multiplicity of cen252

in order to relate non verbal knowledge inherent in physical body systemsto the selection of categoriesof information in the archive.This involves the mapping of body parts
to the dance itself, to choreographic notes, dancers, production history, composer,designer,and other archival elements.

ters with respectto both time and space,conceptsderived from
Zen Buddism. immerce allows danceto be re-experiencedand
re-definedin multiple layers,from multiple vantagepoints.This
way of viewing the systemdesigncomesfrom a position where
one is not seekingsolutions with known methodologiesbut instead seeking experienceand re-experiencethrough a process
of exploring the unknown.
4.

In order to enablethe systemparticipant to createtheir own
context dependent navigation environment: create a
memory map enabling the participant to trace their own
stepsthrough spaceand time. This tool enablesthe participant to produce their own menu system or structure, retracetheir path through the archive, and to gather their own
“body of knowledge”basedon their interactive experience.

This material can be explored in three different navigational contexts or modes. In the linear navigational mode, selecting identified buttons leads to single logical outcomes.In
the chancemode, the systempresentsan increasinglycomplex
montage of randomly selectedmaterial, throughout which any
element can be explored by clicking on it. In the associative
mode, selecting symbols derived from parts of the body lead to
collections of related material, originating directly from the 5. In order to presenta critical context which exhibits the system design itself as a part of what is experienced and obparticipants choice, and including a gathering of connectedyet
served: provide a System Gaze feature which shows “the
randomly selected elements.These three navigational modes
computer design’s point of view”. This tool serves as a
are flexibly interchangeableand can be switched at any time
window (or a veil) which transparentlyoverlays itself, produring the participants interaction.
viding a look at the constructsthat have been implemented
in order to allow the participant to view the material.
Tools are availableto enableusersto createtheir own menu
system or structure, retrace their path through the archive, and
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to gather their own “body of knowledge”for later viewing. At
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any time, the user may choose to view the material from the
Cunningham Multi-Media Archival Project
point of view of the computer system itself by selecting the
System Gaze. This servesas a window into the functionality of
this project is sponsored by the Centre for Image and Sound Research
through the support of CITI
the system, a critical acknowledgementof the constructsthat
have been implementedin order to allow the participant to view
the material, and also provides a help feature for the user when
required.
Design Goals

I Merce Cunningham quoted in the CNN television series. Arfs and
Technology Repon. March 1991.

1. In order to align the design process of the system with
Cunningham’s working methodology: incorporate
Cunningham’sunderlying philosophy and creativeprocess
with respectto chanceprocedures,no fixed points in space,
multiple eventsoccurringindependentlyof oneanother.The
use of chance processesin Cunningham’s choreography
meansthat in terms of both time and spacethereis possible
a “multiplicity of centers” (a concept derived from
Cunningham’s interest in Zen Buddhism) in which no one
elementis necessarilymore, or less,important than another.
2. In order to provide a rigorous interpretation of, and access
to the material in the archive: incorporatea navigation system which enablesinformation to be accessed,viewed, interpreted and perceived from three different conceptual
frameworks ( the chance-random,the linear-logical, and
the associative-gatheringmodes)
3. In order to interpret the material of dance and of the body
in a languagewhich comes from dance itself: utilize systems of mapping the physical body (for buttonsand menus)
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